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Zhou Wei’s legs were going numb from standing too long. Losing her cool, she asked, “Can you at least 
say something after looking at it for so long? What do you mean by keeping silent?” 
 
“Leader Zhou, it’s only been half an hour, aren’t you too impatient?!” Gu San was rather unhappy. 
 
Besides him, even Luo Qing and Bo Jingxing also found that Zhou Wei was being a bit harsh. 
 
This was a code that they had spent months trying to figure out. Qiao Nian had only looked at it for 30 
minutes. It made sense that she had not understood it well yet. 
 
She was already hurrying her in 30 minutes, wasn’t that too much? 
 
Zhou Wei furrowed her brows. She wanted to retort but felt a deathly glare on her. 
 
Master Wang was warning her. 
 
Feeling her back stiffen, she decided to swallow her anger. 
 
… 
 
After about 40 minutes, Qiao Nian looked up at everyone. Her eyes were quite cold as she said, “I’ve 
more or less understood this code.” 
 
Bo Jingxing felt oddly nervous. He straightened up and asked, “Miss Qiao, how is it?” 
 
Qiao Nian looked at him and leaned back in her seat, saying lazily, “Pretty troublesome.” 
 
Pretty troublesome? 
 
Gu San and Luo Qing looked at each other. What did she mean by that? Could it be solved or not? 
 
Bo Jingxing was stunned. He smiled and then asked what the other two wanted to know as well, “It is 
very troublesome. Does Miss Qiao have a way to solve it?” 
 
Zhou Wei had her arms crossed and was looking towards her with her eyes squinted. She smiled 
condescendingly and found that their question was excessive and unnecessary. 
 
No matter how she saw it, she simply could not believe that Qiao Nian would have a way to solve it. 
 
Who knew… 
 
“I do have a way, but it’ll take two days.” The girl’s voice was hoarse and steady. 
 
Zhou Wei lost her cool. She looked down at her with her narrowed eyes and said mockingly, “Two days? 
You’re saying you can solve this coding problem in two days?” 



 
What kind of joke was this? 
 
She had spent three months but still couldn’t solve it! 
 
This Qiao Nian was way too arrogant! 
 
Qiao Nian didn’t care about her sarcastic tone. She lowered her cap and turned to the man on the bed, 
then said slowly, “One and a half days would work as well.” 
 
One and a half days would work as well! 
 
How suave! 
 
Zhou Wei’s mocking expression faded. 
 
She seriously suspected that this Qiao Nian was purposely trying to embarrass her. 
 
But she had thought too much. Qiao Nian didn’t even bother about her, much less her expression. She 
then explained, “The main issue is that I have other things to attend to. If I really focus on this, one day 
is enough.” 
 
One day?! 
 
Zhou Wei already felt that she was pushing it with her boasting when she said one day and a half was 
alright. Now that she told Ye Wangchuan that one day was enough, Zhou Wei lost her cool. “Miss Qiao, 
are you sure you can solve this source code problem in one day? Don’t be too confident. What if you 
can’t solve it?” 
 
“Mm? If I can’t solve it, then I just can’t.” Qiao Nian glanced at her with her dark eyes. She didn’t mean 
to retort, she was actually just speaking the truth. “Anyway, you guys can’t solve it on your own.” 
 
This was true. What she said was indeed the fact. But Zhou Wei couldn’t deal with it. She felt her cheeks 
burn and her facial muscles tighten.. All she could do was clench her fists. 


